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 EMA - Association for all students and graduates of 
Erasmus Mundus Master and Doctoral Programmes

 Over 15,000 bright international students took part in the 
Erasmus Mundus programme, and

 around 9,000 of them are members of EMA!
 EMA was established in 2006 at the initiative of 

the Directorate General for Education and Culture of the 
European Commission. 

 Volunteer organization 
 driven by the Erasmus Mundus students from the very 

start (who developed it into a dynamic and democratic 
organization)



 International professional and personal 
network for Erasmus Mundus students and 
graduates

 Jobs board and special entrepreneurship 
section

 Channel of communication between members

 Promotion of EM programmes (EMA members 
are ambassadors of the Erasmus Mundus)

 Recommendations and help to a potential EM 
applicants
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 Steering Committee (executive body)
 Service teams 

 Regional Chapters
 Country Representatives
 Programme/Course Representatives
 Professional Networks
 Advisory Board 



Total number of alumni 
2004-2016:

1508

8,1% of the world EMA alumni 

(18.610)









 According to the EMA Statue, Regional 
Chapter is

“An organization founded by EMA members 
with an exclusive  focus on a certain 
geographical  region and recognized by the  
EMA as representing the EMA on the regional 
level. EMA Chapters  must be dedicated to 
networking  and promoting Erasmus Mundus 
within that region”



EMA Eurasian Chapter has 
636 members

Join us 
by joining EMA community

Communicate with us via

E-mail: board.eurasian.chapter@em-a.eu

Meerim.karybaeva@gmail.com

Facebook (group): EMA Eurasian Regional Chapter



 Think before going about:

- Bank account, money for the first few months

- Traveling (tickets, luggage etc.)

- Accommodation (campus vs. city rent)

- Military service

 Life issues:

- Insurance, medical issues

- Moving: visas (free) and residence cards

- Inviting spouses, family members



 Academic Issues:

- Student rights, consortium agreement

- Complaints about programme, courses

- Dissertation writing, plagiarism

 Professional development:

- Language courses

- Internships

 Life after:

- Work permits

- Career prospects



Thank you for attention 

and wish you an 

EMAzing experience!!!


